World Autism
Awareness
Week

Anne Hegerty’s
Spectrum Quiz
Autistic woman, Jungle Hero and star of ITV’s The Chase,
Anne Hegerty has compiled a fiendishly difficult quiz for your
pupils to train their brains with and raise a bit of cash to help
the 700,000 autistic adults and children in the UK.
Get your pupils to pay £2 to enter (in teams or individually)
and see if any of them are a match for brainbox, Anne.

Red questions
1. Which planet is called the Red Planet?
a) Mars b) Jupiter c) Earth
2. Which country’s flag has a red disc in the
centre of it?
a) Spain b) Japan c) China
3. In which language does rot mean red?
a) French b) German c) Russian

4. Which red flower is worn on
Remembrance Sunday?
a) Poppy b) Rose c) Tulip
5. Which red-wearing football team has the
song ‘You’ll Never Walk Alone’?
a) Arsenal b) Liverpool c) Manchester
United
6. Which political party in Britain uses the
colour red?
a) Conservative b) Labour

Yellow questions
1. What yellow water transportation did the
Beatles sing about?
a) Rowing boat b) Submarine c) Canoe

4. Which country’s flag has a yellow cross
on it?
a) Switzerland b) Sweden c) Norway

2. In what race does the leader wear a
yellow shirt?
a) Tour de France b) Tour de Iceland
c) Tour de Ireland

5. Which yellow cartoon character plays the
saxophone?
a) Lisa Simpson b) Bart Simpson
c) Maggie Simpson

3.What political party in Britain uses the
colour yellow?
a) Conservative b) Labour
c) Liberal Democrats

6. I n which language does jaune mean
yellow?
a) French b) German c) Spanish
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Blue questions
1. What political party in the UK uses the
colour blue?
a) Conservative b) Labour
c) Liberal Democrats

4. If you are feeling blue, what does it mean?
a) hungry b) happy c) sad

2. In which language does blau mean blue?
a) German b) French c) Spanish

5. Which London football club has the
nickname, the Blues?
a) West Ham b) Chelsea
c) Tottenham Hotspurs

3. In the ‘roses are red’ poem, what type of
flowers are blue?
a) Violets b) Lilies c) Daffodils

6. Which social media site’s icon is a little
blue bird?
a) Facebook b) Twitter c) Instagram

Green questions
1. Which gemstone is usually green?
a) Sapphire b) Emerald c) Diamond

4. I n which ocean is Greenland?
a) The Pacific b) The Indian c) The Atlantic

2. In which language does gruen mean
green?
a) German b) French c) Spanish

5. Which green fruit or vegetable can be
very very spicy?
a) Lime b) Chilli c) Spinach

3. Which football team wears green and
white stripes?
a) Celtic b) Arsenal c) Glasgow Rangers

6. Which green fictional character is known
for getting very angry?
a) Kermit the Frog b) The Hulk c) Yoda
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Pink questions
1. In which language does rose mean pink?
a) Welsh b) French c) Spanish

4. Which pink bird often stands on one leg?
a) Flamingo b) Canary c) Crow

2. Who is Winnie the Pooh’s small pink
friend?
a) Owl b) Tigger c) Piglet

5. Which pink cartoon character wears
green and blue swimming trunks?
a) Patrick b) The Pink Panther c) Miss Piggy

3. Which professor in Harry Potter wears
pink?
a) Dumbledore b) Snape c) Dolores
Umbridge

6. What sweet is either pink or white and
can be melted in hot chocolate?
a) Mallmarshows b) Marshmallows
c) Malteasers

Purple questions
1. Which character is purple in the game
Cluedo?
a) The Colonel b) The Professor
c) The Reverend
2. Which Teletubby is purple?
a) Dipsy b) Twinky Winky c) Laa-Laa
3.Which vegetable is purple and is used in
Greek food?
a) Courgette b) Avocado c) Aubergine

4. Which purple flower can help you sleep?
a) Lavender b) Violet c) Tulip
5. What shade of purple is also a girl’s
name?
a) Scarlett b) Rose c) Violet
6. Which tennis tournament has green and
purple as its colours?
a) The US Open b) Wimbledon c) Richmond
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Red answers: 1) a, 2) b, 3) b, 4) a, 5) b, 6) b
Yellow answers: 1) b, 2) a, 3) c, 4) b, 5) a, 6) a
Blue answers: 1) a, 2) a, 3) a, 4) c, 5) b, 6) b
Green answers: 1) b, 2) a, 3) a, 4) c, 5) b, 6) b
Pink answers: 1) b, 2) c, 3) c, 4) a, 5) a, 6) b
Purple answers: 1) b, 2) b, 3) c, 4) a, 5) c, 6) b

